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Executive summary

Freedom of expression and privacy are internationally recognised human rights. This paper addresses the privacy and freedom of expression issues that arise in relation to the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) policies and procedures. In particular, it explores the corporate responsibility of ICANN to respect human rights. In this sense, it seeks to develop and go beyond the Council of Europe report published in June 2014, which explored the duty of governments – rather than corporations - to protect human rights.

Moreover, unlike the purely European perspective adopted in the Council of Europe report, this paper addresses the human rights issues that arise from a global perspective in relation to ICANN’s policies and mechanisms. Taking into account ICANN’s global reach, it refers only to the international human rights documents that do not pertain to any particular continent or legal tradition. In particular, it relies on the *UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights* (Guiding Principles), known as the ‘Protect, Respect, and Remedy’ framework, which were unanimously adopted by the United Nations Human Rights Council in June 2011.

This paper sets out the *UN Guiding Principles* and explains their relevance to ICANN’s policies and procedures on new generic Top Level Domains (gTLDs) and the *Registrar Accreditation Agreement* (RAA). In particular, it examines the ways in which ICANN’s standards and policies governing the ‘sensitive applied-for strings’ fall short of freedom of expression standards, and, furthermore, how the RAA provisions are in breach of data protection best practices and standards.

**Recommendations**

In line with the UN Guiding Principles and the human rights due diligence process, ICANN should:

1. weigh the human rights impact of its policies and procedures;
2. develop strategies to ensure that staff and other stakeholders understand this impact;
3. develop and articulate a human rights policy, and make sure employees and other stakeholders know, understand and implement it;
4. develop metrics to monitor ICANN’s human rights performance.
Introduction

The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) is a unique multi-stakeholder body, responsible for the technical management of Internet domain names and addresses. It operates at a global level and creates policy governing the introduction of new generic Top Level Domains (gTLDs) into the DNS. Domain names often entail expressive and communicative elements (e.g., .gay, .sucks, .islam and so on), so ICANN’s policies are directly relevant to the right to freedom of expression. Furthermore, the relationship between ICANN and the domain name registrars is governed by the 2013 Registrar Accreditation Agreement (RAA), whose data retention and disclosure provisions are relevant to the right to data privacy and data protection. In short, ICANN’s policies and procedures may substantially interfere with the enjoyment of a range of internationally recognised human rights under the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR).

At the same time, ICANN is a non-profit corporation registered in California and therefore subject to US law. As a private company, it is not bound by the US Bill of Rights. Nor can it be held liable under international human rights law, which is directly binding only upon states. Nonetheless, as a corporation whose policies have a strong impact on matters of public interest and infrastructure well beyond US borders, ICANN has a responsibility to respect human rights, according to the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (the Guiding Principles).

Thus, not only does ICANN have the potential to interfere with human rights, it also has a responsibility under international law not to do so. Moreover, under Article 4 of the Articles of Incorporation, ICANN is bound to operate “for the benefit of the Internet community as a whole, carrying out its activities in conformity with relevant principles of international law and applicable international conventions and local law”.

With this in mind, this paper analyses the ways in which the Guiding Principles can contribute to the development of policies and processes within ICANN to protect the rights to freedom of expression and privacy. It is hoped that it will further the cross-community debates on ICANN & human rights within ICANN policy circles, which will result in some tangible policy changes and reforms.

This paper is divided into three parts. Part I sets out and explains the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights. Part II examines the freedom of expression issues that arise in relation to the new gTLDs and how the Guiding Principles should apply in that context. Part III explains the implications of the RAA for the right to privacy and the way in which the Guiding Principles can assist in that context.
UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights & Due Diligence

The UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights were endorsed by the United Nations Human Rights Council in June 2011. They apply to corporations, partnerships, and any other legal forms used to establish business entities, regardless of size, sector, location, ownership and structure. As noted above, ICANN’s status as a non-profit corporation clearly falls under the broad notion of ‘other business enterprises’ under the Guiding Principles.

The UN Guiding Principles ‘are grounded in recognition of the role of business enterprises as specialized organs of society performing specialized functions, required to comply with all applicable laws and to respect human rights.’ Thus, ICANN has a duty to respect human rights obligations: “this means that they should avoid infringing on the human rights of others and should address adverse human rights impacts with which they are involved.” This corporate responsibility is applicable regardless of frontiers, throughout global operations, irrespective of where registrars, users, and domain name owners are located. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises further explain that “[a] State’s failure either to enforce relevant domestic laws, or to implement international human rights obligations or the fact that it may act contrary to such laws or international obligations does not diminish the expectation that enterprises respect human rights. In countries where domestic laws and regulations conflict with internationally recognized human rights, enterprises should seek ways to honour them to the fullest extent which does not place them in violation of domestic law”.

Under the UN Guiding Principles, companies operating in the ICT sector are expected to adopt an explicit policy statement outlining their commitment to respect human rights both substantially and procedurally throughout their activities; and also to put in place appropriate due diligence mechanisms which identify, assess, and prevent any adverse impact on human rights. In the context of ICANN, the Guiding Principles support the creation of a body dedicated to human rights protection – e.g. a human rights advisory council - which would assess whether ICANN’s policies, procedures and complaints mechanisms are compatible with international human rights standards, in particular those concerning the right to freedom of expression and the right to data privacy. In case of non-compliance, the body in question would make recommendations as to how such shortfalls might be remedied. Currently, there is no such body within ICANN, and this paper aims to contribute to the on-going discussion and highlight several existing ICANN policies and mechanisms that may adversely affect internationally recognised human rights. In particular, the paper examines the ways in which ICANN’s standards and policies governing the ‘sensitive applied-for strings’ may fall short of international freedom expression requirements, and shows how the RAA provisions may come at the expense of data privacy considerations.
New gTLDs and Freedom of Expression

One of the core functions of ICANN is to lay down policy governing the introduction of new gTLDs into the DNS. As noted above, domain names often entail expressive and communicative elements. In particular, ICANN’s decisions as to whether or not to approve applications for new gTLDs such as .porn, .fail or .islam, can have an impact on the accessibility of information on the Internet. Such judgements are not dissimilar to the editorial judgements made by publishers who routinely decide what content to publish in line with editorial policies or business interests and who, in certain cases, have to consider what content is relevant for the purpose of serving the public’s right to know. In other words, ICANN makes some content-related judgements, which could have an impact on Internet content availability. Domain name policy therefore has clear implications for the right to freedom of expression, as recognised by the Governmental Advisory Committee (GAC) in its San Francisco Communiqué. In practice, most freedom of expression issues arise in the course of various procedures that can be followed in order to object to an application for a new gTLD.

The Applicant Guidebook on new gTLDs raises issues for freedom of expression

The Applicant Guidebook (Guidebook) provides for five types of procedures that may be relevant to an application for a new gTLD where there are various sensitivities or public objections involved. Each of these procedures may have implications for freedom of expression.

- **Ineligible or prohibited words**: the Guidebook contains a list of words which are ‘ineligible for delegation’. This constitutes a content-related choice, made a priori by ICANN, which is expected to result in content-related judgements whenever questions involving usage of any of those ineligible words may arise. The use of the words ‘olympic’, ‘redcross’ and their variations are also prohibited. This blanket prohibition constitutes a restriction on the right to freedom of expression, and would likely fail the proportionality test applied under international human rights law.

- **The string review procedure**: this procedure is designed to determine whether an applied-for gTLD string might have an adverse impact on DNS stability and security, which might consequently lead to non-approval of the new gTLD. An evaluation of adverse impact is likely to include a ‘TLD-blocking or filtering impact assessment’ due to ‘sensitive expression’ included in the applied-for strings. This was the case in deliberations on the controversial ‘.xxx’ TLD, where the ICANN Board stated that the risk of blocking did not justify non-approval of that string. In practice, such impact assessments cannot be separated from considerations as to what is regarded as ‘useful or harmful’ by different communities and Internet users around the world. This is again highly relevant to the protection of the right to freedom of expression.

- **GAC ‘Early Warning’ and ‘Advice’ procedures**: the GAC can express its views on specific new TLDs on the grounds that the TLD is potentially sensitive or problematic for one or more governments, via two distinct procedures: (1) ‘Early Warning’ and (2) ‘Advice’ to the ICANN Board. The Early Warning is a notice from members of the GAC that an application is deemed potentially sensitive or problematic by one or more states. An Early Warning is “not a formal objection, nor does it directly lead to a process that can result in rejection of the application.” For instance, ICANN has received over 240 comments from various governments around the world, issued as Early Warnings from the GAC, such as for the strings .fail, .gripe, .sucks, and .wtf due to their “overtly negative or critical connotation”.

The GAC can also give ‘Advice’ to the ICANN Board regarding an application identified as problematic, such as one that potentially violates national law or raises sensitivities. National and religious concerns have been raised by various governments on several occasions. For example, the UAE government expressed serious concern with regard to .islam on grounds of lack of community involvement and support as well as private control over the name. Concerns were also raised over strings relating to a regulated market sector, such as .accountant, .lawyer
and .doctor, where misuse can potentially result in serious harm to consumers. These examples demonstrate the complex and sensitive nature of such procedures, which raise a number of human rights issues relating to the exercise of freedom of expression, freedom of association and freedom of religion.

- **The dispute resolution procedure:** this procedure can be triggered by a formal objection to an application by a third party (usually a trademark owner).\textsuperscript{xx} The public objection procedures include: (1) the string confusion objection; (2) the legal rights objection; (3) community objection; and (4) limited public interest objection.\textsuperscript{xxi}

A gTLD objected to under a string confusion objection must qualify as confusingly similar to an existing gTLD or a gTLD which was applied for in the same application round.\textsuperscript{xviii} A legal rights objection can occur when an applied-for gTLD infringes on the intellectual property rights of the objector, who must have a legal right over the disputed domain name in order to have standing for this objection.\textsuperscript{xvii} These two objections grounds for initiating dispute resolution procedures are focused on the protection of traditional trademark rights, whereas the third and fourth objections concern communities. Actual examples usually include offensive expression - political, commercial and non-commercial – made possible by gTLDs such as .sucks or .fail to follow, for example, a surname of a well-known politician or brand. The community objection ground for refusal was used in relation to the case of .xxx, which relates to cases in which “there is a substantial opposition to the gTLD application from a significant portion of the community to which the gTLD string may be explicitly or implicitly targeted.”\textsuperscript{xxvii} This case illustrates the complex balance between freedom of expression and the property rights of trademark owners, as well as community interests.

- **The 'string contention procedure':** this procedure can be used in circumstances where applied-for gTLDs are either identical or similar enough to cause consumer confusion.\textsuperscript{xxii} A string contention occurs either when (1) two or more applicants for an identical gTLD successfully complete previous evaluation and dispute resolution stages - most notably the objections period - or (2) when two or more applicants for a similar gTLD complete all previous stages and ICANN considers the gTLDs create the probability of causing (consumer) confusion.\textsuperscript{xxiv} Under the string contention procedure, communities are given precedence in the case of the TLDs in contention. Precedence is automatically taken if the community applicant passes the so-called 'community priority evaluation' (CPE). Let us take as an example a case in which there are four applicants for the .gay gTLD, of which three are standard applicants and one is a community applicant, but the CPE process is still ongoing and it is unclear whether a community applicant - dotgay LLC – will be given priority. In most cases where multiple applicants apply for a single new gTLD, it is expected that contention will be resolved using the community priority evaluation, or through a voluntary agreement between the involved applicants. If that is not the case, auctions will take place to determine the winner of each contention set.\textsuperscript{xxi} The CPE process and the auctions, similar to other string evaluation procedures, may have a direct impact on Internet content availability, and they clearly overlap with issues relating to the exercise of the right to freedom of expression, the freedoms of association and religion, as well as the principle of equality and non-discrimination.\textsuperscript{xxx}

**ICANN's corporate responsibility to respect freedom of expression**

Compliance with the UN Guiding Principles would assist ICANN in addressing the issues outlined above. To begin with, and in line with the Guiding Principles, ICANN should develop policies outlining its commitment to the prevention, assessment, and mitigation of threats to freedom of expression associated with the new gTLDs. This would include a commitment by ICANN to conduct regular human rights impact assessments in order to fulfil its due diligence obligations. A human rights body (AHRC) would ensure that ICANN abides by those commitments.

Human rights policies and oversight would be especially useful in the context of government objections to certain gTLDs. As the objections to e.g. .gcc, .africa, .islam demonstrate, GAC and governments play an important role concerning new gTLDs within ICANN procedures. By putting mechanisms in place to
evaluate and handle government requests that may have an impact on freedom of expression, ICANN would ensure that such requests are independently reviewed in accordance with internationally recognised human rights standards. This could include the ability for the human rights reviewer to consult the relevant authorities (such as, e.g., information commissioners, etc.) in order to seek clarification or modification in appropriate cases.

Guaranteeing the right to freedom of expression is an integral part of ICANN’s duty to act in the global public interest under Article 4 of the Articles of Incorporation. At a minimum, the due diligence principle, as defined by the UN Guiding Principles, requires that ICANN should engage in meaningful consultation with relevant stakeholders as to the means by which ICANN can fulfil its human rights obligations. Such consultation should not only take place within the ICANN community but should extend more broadly to affected stakeholders, such as the media, NGOs, the UN or other relevant supranational bodies. In the context of new gTLDs, such consultations should lead to the establishment of appropriate mechanisms which can ensure the protection of freedom of expression.
The RAA, Privacy and Data Protection

ICANN’s policies have the capacity to interfere not only with freedom of expression, but also with the right to privacy and data protection. This is especially true of the 2013 RAA, which governs the relationship between ICANN and domain name registrars. In particular, the RAA 2013 contains ‘data retention’ and ‘public access to data on registered names’ clauses, which are highly problematic from the perspective of data protection and the right to privacy.

The RAA data retention clause and public access policy are inconsistent with international data protection principles

The data retention clause

Under the 2013 RAA, registrars are required to make available a variety of personal data about domain names (referred to formally as Registered Names) and their owners (Registered Name Holders), which are retained by private companies for up to two years after the contract for the domain has ended.

This data retention clause seems to be incompatible with numerous requirements outlined in international data protection instruments, including the UN Guidelines, the OECD Guidelines, and the Madrid Resolution, as well as regional data protection frameworks, such as the Council of Europe Convention 108, the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) Privacy Framework, and the EU Data Protection Directive. In particular, the 2013 RAA fails to specify the legitimate purpose for which the data was collected. Furthermore, there is no legal duty, under international law or otherwise, binding ICANN to store personal data after the termination of the contract for law enforcement purposes.

Given that ICANN is able to amend RAA rules at any time, it is unclear why the data retention provisions have not been amended so that personal data is retained for no longer than is necessary for the performance of the contract. Moreover, if governments wish to collect personal data for law enforcement purposes, they are free to establish such frameworks with a legal basis under international law.

The WHOIS database and public access policy

Under the RAA, registrars are required to “provide an interactive web page and a port 43 WHOIS service providing free public query-based access to up-to-date data concerning all active Registered Names sponsored by Registrar in any gTLD.” The data accessible includes many different types of personal information, such as the name and the primary and secondary name server(s) and the contact details of the Registered Name, the identity of the registrar, the creation and expiry dates of the registration, and the name and postal address of the Registered Name Holder.

As others have said before, this obligation is incompatible with several international data protection instruments, which establish much higher standards for accessing and processing personal information by third parties. The WHOIS database system should not have unlimited public access to personal data, such as names, addresses, and e-mails. ICANN should ensure that it includes provisions governing the disclosure and third-party use of data consistent with international data protection principles.

Ideally, such provisions should provide that law enforcement officers be given access to personal information only subject to a valid court order.

ICANN must respect the right to privacy and data protection principles

The above provisions are not only inconsistent with well-established data protection principles, they also have serious implications for the rights to privacy and freedom of expression. In particular, the publication of personal information on the WHOIS database may put human rights defenders or whistleblowers at risk in some countries. While private companies such as ICANN may legitimately be...
required to provide personal information to law enforcement agencies, ICANN's current data retention policies in the RAA go beyond what is necessary under international data protection principles. This increases the risk that ICANN might be directly involved in human rights abuses. This is consistent with the findings of the UN Human Rights Commissioner who said:

'There may be legitimate reasons for a State to require that an information and communications technology company provide user data; however, when a company supplies data or user information to a State in response to a request that contravenes the right to privacy under international law, a company provides mass surveillance technology or equipment to States without adequate safeguards in place or where the information is otherwise used in violation of human rights, that company risks being complicit in or otherwise involved with human rights abuses.'

Accordingly, ICANN should provide stronger safeguards for the protection of personal data in order to act in the public interest in line with human rights standards. As a minimum, it should engage in meaningful consultation with affected stakeholders consistent with due diligence standards defined by the UN Guiding Principles. In the context of the RAA, this includes ensuring that domain name owners are provided with meaningful information about how their personal data is collected and potentially shared with others, so that they are able to raise concerns and make informed decisions.
Conclusion

This paper seeks to highlight the need for ICANN to comply with due diligence so that it can protect the rights to freedom of expression and privacy. ICANN, as a globally operating non-profit corporation, with a leading role in the field of Internet governance, should both recognise its duty to protect human rights under the UN Guiding Principles and fully embrace it in compliance with human rights due diligence and its own Articles of Incorporation. In practice, this means transparency, accountability and meaningful consultation with affected stakeholders. In this sense, human rights provide an internationally agreed framework for checks and balances for the accountability system of ICANN. A human rights advisory council would guarantee consistency in discussions of issues relating to human rights and would provide more predictability in the policy making process. Moreover, it would ensure that ICANN acts consistently with human rights norms, which are an intrinsic part of its public interest role.
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